“If you think every kid deserves good dental care, join the club.”
He doesn’t know how important his smile is— but you do!
Types of Space Maintainers

- BAND-LOOP
- LINGUAL ARCH
- NANCE HOLDING ARCH
- TRANSPALATAL ARCH
- ESTHETIC
- REMOVABLE
Max. arch: +1.3 mm/ side
Mand. Arch: +3.1 mm/ side
Early loss of a primary molar
Early loss of a primary molar
BAND-LOOP
SPACE MAINTAINER
Bilateral Band-Loop Space Maintainers
BILATERAL BAND-LOOP SPACE MAINTAINERS
BILATERAL BAND-LOOP SPACE MAINTAINERS
Band-Loop Space Maintainer
Band-Loop Space Maintainer
Crown-Loop Space Maintainer
When to remove the space maintainer?
When should you replace the band-loop space maintainer?
IT'S NOT LIKE ME TO FORGET THINGS!
Lingual Arch
Space Maintainer
Space Maintainer Needed to Preserve Midline
WHAT IS THE MAIN DISADVANTAGE TO THIS APPLIANCE?
TRANSPALATAL APPLIANCE: ACTIVE OR PASSIVE
INSTRUCTIONS

PLEASE FABRICATE SPACE MAINTAINER WITH
PONTICS #’S D,E,F,G. NOTE: PERPENDICULAR
WIRES OFF OF LINGUAL WIRE INTO EACH PONTIC.

SHADE: BIOTONE #59
Check the Occlusion
When to remove the space maintainer?
Esthetic Maintainer
When to Remove?
Esthetic Maintainer
How to Remove?

Small Autoclavable Screwdriver
ESTHETIC (SPACE) MAINTAINER
Smiles are Important to Children too!
Esthetic Maintainer with 7 pontics
Andrew S. Age 4
17 months post-seating
Esthetic “Space” Maintainer
Esthetic Maintainer and Nance Holding Arch
He's all Smiles Now!
4 year old male with oligodontia (partial anodontia)
4 year old male
with oligodontia
(partial anodontia)
"First I play mummy with them and then I work on their teeth...!"
Replacing an Avulsed Incisor
Esthetic Space Maintainer
Removable Bilateral Acrylic Space Maintainer
Removable Bilateral Acrylic Space Maintainer
Removable Bilateral Acrylic Space Maintainer
Removable Bilateral Acrylic Space Maintainer
Removable Bilateral Acrylic Space Maintainer
Interesting Patients!
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The End!